A Message from the Board Chair & Executive Director

We’ve come a long way! Last year’s report highlighted our financial difficulties and the budget cutting we needed to sustain ourselves. This report is different. We started this year with a number of goals. Keeping our financial health was high on the list. In difficult circumstances we planned ambitious programs focused on education, economic justice, military recruitment, the legislative agenda, and a refocused racial justice program, all the while continuing to be the hub of peace work and Vermont’s premier fair trade store.

We are proud to report that we accomplished much of what we set out to do in what was truly a year of transition. Transition is an understatement. In January, Chris Meehan, our Executive Director, announced she was leaving in April. In April, Hilla Collins Gilpatrick, our Peace and Human Rights organizer, announced she was moving in June. In June, Emma Mulvaney-Stanak, our Economic Justice Director, announced she’d been offered a position as the Field Director for the Scudder Parker gubernatorial campaign and took a leave of absence in July.

It is incredible to reflect on what we’ve done. Our staff deserve accolades for continuing great work through all the turnover, tight economic times, fully participating in the hiring process, transition activities and strategic planning exercises, while running all the programs of our $300,000 organization.

The Board also deserves praise for putting in the time, intelligence, and energy that it took to keep us growing. This could have been a year of crisis, but it was not. It was a year of transformation. Lastly, our members, our lifeblood, deserve thanks too. Without our members we would not continue to exist.

Our programmatic accomplishments, which range from publishing Phase 9 of the Job Gap Study to protesting the air show at the Burlington Waterfront to participating in community forums on racism, are highlighted inside.

The year proved to be a modest success financially. With incredible frugality, the generosity of members and the savvy of Kathy and Jennifer, we made budget and increased our cash reserves by some $18,000. This was achieved despite almost $7,000 less in grants and having to absorb a $150/month increase in rent and 18% increase in employee healthcare costs.

At the end of the year of transition, Serena Chaudhry came on board as the new Executive Director with a vision to take the Peace and Justice Center to the next level.

Together, over the course of the next year, the board and staff will focus on the “P’s” of Peace and Justice: people, programs, and partnership. Through outreach, dialog and surveys we will work to better understand how the Peace and Justice Center is perceived by the people of Vermont. How can we better serve the people who comprise this community and our members? Internally, we will commit to supporting our staff (our people), by exploring and pursuing professional development opportunities.

The PJC is comprised of four programs, two of which, the Economic Justice Project and Peace & Justice Store, have full time staff. Our goal is to build programming across the organization and move towards employing full time program staff to lead the Peace and Human Rights Project and Racial Justice Project. In the spirit of collaboration, we will strengthen partnerships with old allies and forge partnerships with new groups. We know that we cannot do this work alone. We are enthusiastic about the year that lies ahead and even more excited about engaging you to work in solidarity with us!

Our Mission is to create a just and peaceful world. To this end, we work on the interconnected issues of economic and racial justice, peace, and human rights through education, advocacy, training and non-violent activism, and community organizing.
The PJC’s Victories and Successes

PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Our work on peace and human rights was tangible in 2005-2006. The war in Iraq escalated. The genocide in Darfur persisted. Violence in the colonial city of Oaxaca flared. The U.S. Congress renewed the Patriot Act. Through all of this, the Peace and Justice Center played an active role in negotiating issues of peace and justice locally and globally.

- Recruiting for Peace Project
  We celebrated the passing of an addendum (H.538) that requires Vermont schools to send home opt out forms to all students at the beginning of the year. Parents and can now opt out of having student information sent to military recruiters without effecting students ability to receive information about employment and educational opportunities.

- Truth in Military Recruitment
  We facilitated discussions at places like King St. Youth Center where youth, ages 12-18 learned about military recruitment and their rights in making choices for themselves. They were so excited to learn, they wanted to talk about how wrong they thought the war is!

- Action
  We mobilized over 70 people to join together in a demonstration against the National Guard Air Show. The slogan, “War Is Not Entertainment,” was seen on banners, posters, t-shirts and heard in chants that corresponded with the Raging Grannies anti-war songs. All this against the backdrop of onlookers singing the national anthem. We were also joined by Bread & Puppet who performed in Battery Park as the first plane of the day took off! A group of dedicated activists spent the following morning, in the pouring rain, at the foot of the Air Base in Essex with banners. We were happy to host the Burlington portion of the Citizens Awareness Networks Walk for a Nuclear Free Future. We hosted a talk at Burlington College and a candle light vigil on Lake Champlain in honor of those who died at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We also held a three part film series at the Fletcher Free Library in August and September to increase awareness of dishonest recruitment tactics.

- The Declaration of Peace
  By signing the Declaration of Peace in conjunction with the International Day of Peace on September 21st, we continue to advocate for peace here in Vermont and around the world.

RACIAL JUSTICE PROJECT

In the spirit and history of the Racial Justice and Equity Project led by John Tucker, the Racial Justice Project, has re-invigorated its work. This fall the PJC brought on a VISTA volunteer to support us in this effort. Subsequently, we have re-connected with colleagues and community members across the state in some of the following ways:

- Racial Justice Committee
  We established a board and staff committee that will work collaboratively to guide the project in its new endeavors.

- Networking
  By attending and engaging in meetings across the state from the ALANA Community Center in Brattleboro to Anti-Racism Action meetings in Burlington, the PJC is learning who is doing what in regards to racial justice.

- Collaborating
  The Racial Justice Project is preparing to organize and facilitate a statewide meeting on racial justice to assess which groups are engaged in this work, how they are meeting community needs and where the gaps lie.

PEACE & JUSTICE STORE

The Peace & Justice Store continues to be a vital asset to the community providing fair trade and local products purchased from organizations that support human rights and fair labor practices.

- The PJC Store supported the Fair Trade Federation’s fair trade day with special programming and samples in the store. During the summer months, we did more tabling on Church Street and were part of special community events including the UU Women’s conference and Pride.

- As the mid-term elections drew closer, companies such as Bush’s Last Day(01-20-09) and Unemployed Philosopher’s Guild drew in many customers. 01-20-09 stickers, pins, and magnets seemed to be inspiring for many as well as the “Impeachments” and “National Embarrassments”. As additional troops were sent abroad, VT Peaceworks peace magnets provided a way for many folks to express their discontent with US policy and demand change.

- For this upcoming year we have been inspired by our new director, Serena Chaudhry to dream about “what can we be.” We are looking into a new cash register/sales system to support our ever growing and changing inventory, researching new fair trade companies as well as local companies to support our fair trade ideal of local and global communities, and forging new cooperative relationships with local businesses to support each other’s work and business.
The PJC’s Victories and Successes

ECONOMIC JUSTICE PROJECT

● Community Organizing
The Burlington School Worker Livable Wage Campaign entered its second year of community solidarity work for Burlington school support staff in 2006. The campaign expanded from paraeducators to include food service, maintenance and administrative workers so that all workers earning less than a livable wage were included in the struggle. In the fall of 2006 paraeducators began to negotiate their contract with the school district.

● Educational Work
We led 51 livable wage workshops/talks which reached 2400 people across the state in several settings: college classrooms, high school classrooms, churches, conferences, and in Americorps trainings. The Teaching Economics As If People Mattered (TEAIPM) curriculum in high schools continued to expand. Currently we have 30 educators trained to use TEAIPM in their classrooms, representing 13 schools in six counties. A conservative estimate reveals that over 1,000 high school students are exposed to the curriculum every year.

● Research
We published Phase 9 of the Vermont Job Gap Study: Economic Development in Vermont: Funding Priorities, and Performance in February 2006. The Study broke new ground by identifying several recommendations and new methods for analyzing economic development strategies and programs in Vermont. The legislature adopted one recommendation from Phase 9 in 2006—requesting the state to produce a unified economic development budget so all expenditures can be examined in a unified manner.

● Legislative
The tipped minimum wage bill was introduced in the Senate in January 2006. The Senate Economic Development Committee heard compelling testimony organized by VLWC. A dozen tipped workers and allied organizations (AFL-CIO and VT Low Income Advocacy Council) testified on the importance of increasing the tipped minimum wage to better support tipped workers. Several of the tipped workers were CCV students who interned with VLWC in the fall of 2005. Over the summer, we released the 2005-2006 Economic Justice Voting Record based on the votes of Vermont legislators on the minimum wage, health care, and other economic justice related issues during the biennium.

● General
In September 2006, VLWC turned 10 years old! We celebrated our victories over the last 10 years at the Old Labor Hall in Barre with a community dinner and award ceremony for leaders in the livable wage struggle in Vermont.

VLWC Steering Committee 2006

John Berkowitz, Vermonters for a Fair Economy & Environmental Protection, Putney
Patricia Buck, Southwest Vermont Education Association, Bennington
Ellen David Friedman, Vermont-NEA, Montpelier
Angela DiGiulio, UVM Student Labor Action Project, Stowe
Michelle Frank, Vermont Campaign to End Childhood Hunger, Burlington (finished term)
Joseph Gainza, American Friends Service Committee, Montpelier
James Haslam, Vermont Workers Center, Montpelier
Richard Kemp, Unitarian Universalist Social Action Ministry, Burlington
Karen Lafayette, Vermont Low Income Advocacy Council, Burlington
Traven Leyshon, AFL-CIO and High Road-Vermont, Middlesex
Rene Nill, paraeducator, Vergennes
Drew Palscis, Vermont Legal Aid, Rutland
Peggy Park, retail worker, Vergennes (finished term)
Christine Peterson, non profit worker, Barre
Ellen Reed, United Electrical Workers City Market Local, Burlington (finished term)
Jill Richard, Vermont Network Against Domestic Assault, Montpelier
Sharon Rives, Randolph Livable Wage Group, Braintree
Jesse Rosado, cook, Marshfield
Laura Rubenis, college professor, Bethel
Kurt Staudter, meter reader, Springfield
Kelly Stoddard, non-profit worker, Montpelier
Bentley Washburne, United Church of Christ Social Justice Committee, Montpelier
Rose Wenzel, paraeducator, Vergennes

I always feel fortunate to live in Vermont where there are dedicated and inspiring folks such as yourselves doing really important work!

— Andrea Van Liew, Training Director, Vermont Center for Crime Victim Services

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ’05-’06

Gene Bergman - chair
Assistant City Attorney, Burlington
Ed Everts - emeritus
Guen Gifford
Staff Attorney, Legal Services Law Line of Vermont, Inc.
Dan Goossen
Intervale Compost Project
Kelley Goulette
Constituent Advocate for Senator Bernie Sanders
Jerry Greenfield
Co-founder of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream
Traci Griffith
Asst. Professor of Journalism & Mass Communication
St Michael’s College
Hilary Martin- treas/sec
Organic Farmer
Megan Peek
Health Education & Community Outreach Coordinator
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of VT
Laura Philipps
ACLU Staff Attorney
Bill Roberts
Teacher
Laura Rubenis
College professor
Moise St. Louis
Director of Multicultural Student Affairs, Asst. Dean of Students
St Michael’s College
Sydnee Viray
Advocate/Direct Services Co-Coordinator at Women’s Rape Crisis Center
Thank you to the members of the Peace & Justice Center. You are partners in our work for peace, human rights, and racial and economic justice.

Anonymous
Jacqueline Abbey
Bonnie Acker & John Davis
Susan & Peter Alden
Judd Allen
Patricia Alley
Miriam Almeleh
Naomi Almeleh
Abbas & Susan Alnasrawi
Kaitlin Alsofrom
Richard Alther & Ray Repp
Carolyn Altiere
Carol Altobelli & Penny Libercen
Gary & Lorri Ameden
John Ames
Ed Amidon
Karen Amirault
Emilie Anderson
Roger & Susan Anderson
Sharon & Jerry Anderson
Ann Anderson
Carl & Rosalind Andreas
Tiki Archambau & Rebecca Taylor
Katherine Arthaud
William Aswad
Ethan Atkin
Harry Atkinson & Lisa Marchetti
Mike Austin & Jessica Dion
Nat & Linda Ayer
Charlie Backus
Betsy & James Bahenrburg
Gretchen Bailey & Jed Lowy
Leslie Baker
Andrew Barker
JB Barra & Heidi Pfau
Diana Barnard
Tom & Mary Barrett
Kevin Barry
Charles Bartlett
Dean Batt
Marion Bausch
Alison Bechdel
Lisa Bedinger & Bonnie Jean Aharonian
Ruth Beecher
Kevin Behm
Alice Beisiegel
Mary & Bob Belenky
Malcolm & Nancy Bell
Elliott Benay & Janice Muramami
Julie & Jeff Benay
Mary Allwright
Mary & Dick Benton
Joanna Berk & John Hinckley
John Berkowitz & River Myryddin
John & Betty Berlenbach
Linda Berlin
Anne & Arthur Berndt
Barry Bernstein
Ellen Bernstein & Ron Manganello
Richard Bernstein & Carol Hanley
Geoff & Kim Beyer
Diana Bingham
Todd Binzen & Janet Cavanaugh
Tracy & Chuck Black
Dean Bloch & Valerie Wilkins
John Bloch & Rebecca Sheppard

Tiffany Bluemle & Liz Shayne
Liz Blum
Debra Blumberg & Michael Healy
Jim Blusty
Annmarie Bonanno & Oliver Nolte
Lucille Bonvoiuilur
Adam & Rita Bortz
Terry Bouricius & Cate Lamb
Deborah Bouton & Dan Herman
Kathy Bouton & Mary McGinnis
Tenrance Boyle & Robin Worn
Steven & Linda Bradish
Owen & Jane Bradley
Hannah Braeford
Wilmer Brandt
Maris Brayfield
Michael Breiner & Linda DelHagen
Vince Brennan & Siobhan Donegan
Chet Briggs & Karen Lane
Ran3dy Bright
Elise Brokaw
Carolyn & Philip Bronz
Muriel & Judy Brook
Joanne Brookings
Peter & Nancy Brooks
Melanie & Erik Brotz
Jane Brown
Peggy Brozicevic
Barbara Bruno
David Budbill & Lois Eby
Wilbur & Barbara Bull
Steve Burks
Sam Burr & Eugenie Doyle
Kathleen Bushey & Cal Schneider
Nina & Mel Buss
Pat Buteau & Dotty McCarthy
Maria Cabri
Ginny Callan & Cort Richardson
Drew Cameron
Joodie Campbell
Margaret Campbell
Roald Cann
Jean Cannon
Peggy Carey, M.D.
Renée Carpenter
Renard Carranza
Rose Marie Carruth
Shane Carruth
Nancy & JimmyCarter
Art & Jennie Cernosia
Daniel Chadwick
George Chandler
Elizabeth Chapek
Jill Charbonneau
Helen Charpentier
Alan & Ann Charron
Russell Chase
Melanie & Asif Chaudhry
Serena Chaudhry & Jason Halperin
Katherine Childs
Nancy Chiquoine
Dan & Betty Chodorkoff
Liz Churchill
Charles & Barbara Clilwik
Betty Clark
Bob Clark
Debra Clark & Timothy Traver
Katherine Clark & Bill Bissell
Rita & David Clark
Virginia Clark & Ted Lyman
Carol Clauss & David Rosen
Lynne & David Clauss
Dave & Joanne Clavelle
Ann Clay

Danny Clayton
Debra Clemmer
Geoff & Nancy Cobden
Janet Coe & Noel Coe
Wendy Coe & Gene Bergman
Ben Cohen
Richard Colletti & Rose Colletti
Patricia Collier
Russell Colvin & Victoria Colvin
Dini Comay
Steve Conant & Maqs Conant
David Conrad & Sally Conrad
Peter Cooper & Gail Cooper
Scott Cooper
Shelly Cooper & Amy Cooper
Joey Corcoran
Elizabeth Corliss
Paige Corologos & Tessa Tallagndon
Ann Couture & Charles Parent
Michael Couture & Nancy Cathcart
Dan Cox & Casey Blanchard
Peggy Cozi
Art Crandall
Martha Csala & Eric Titrud
Celia Cuddy
Anne-Marie Cunningham
Annemiek Curls
Christine Curtis
Diane Cushman & William Smith
Gus D’arliirs D’ari
Priscilla Daggett
Peter Dale & Jane Dale
Martha Dallas & Lucy Gluck
Judy Daloz
Helen Daly
Beth Danon
Polly Darnell & Willie Jansen
Bunny Daubner
Robin Davey
Ellen David Friedman & Stuart Friedman
Charles Davignon
Jose & Nicole Davila
Bob Davis & Monica Sargent
Garry Davis
Susan Davis
Lauren-Glen Davitians & Mark Johnson
Ann Day
Kathleen Daye
Mica DeAngelis & Barry Mansfield
Sally DeCicco
Meg Delorme
Mary DelPiero
Barbara Delzio & Will Werntgen
Patrice Demarco
Phyllis Demong
Gerrie Denison
Janet Denison
Sue Deppe
Dan Dewalt
Donald Dickson & Judith Dickson
Louise Dietzel
Thomas DiSilvio & Patricia DiSilvio
Tamara Divasto & Andy Strauss
Robert Dixon & Marc Dixon
Sue Dixon & Dave Jonas
Liz Dodd
Prudence Doherty & Thomas Bukley
Linda Dell & Neil Tanger
Deirdre Donaldson & Alan Dahn
Don Donnelly & Tomms Curry-McLain
Paul Dooling & Sandra Danussi
Rod Dornan
Bill & Ellen Dorsch
Dick & Agnes Dougherty

Danny Dover & Mary Swartz
Dechen Drolkar & David Walker
Louisa Drury
Kaydu Moulin
Richard Ducey
Jane Dudley
Jim Dunlop & Karen Lueders
Doug Dunabin & Trina Magi
Bob & Jean Duncan
Brian Dunkel & Leslie Halperin
Brian Dunlop & Sylvie Vidrine
Matt Dunne & Sarah Taylor
Fred Dunnington
Tracey Dunigan
Joe & Betty Dye
John Economos & Maxine Smith
Betty & Dave Edson
Merle & Jamie Edwards-Orr
Philip Ehret
David Eilenbogen
Wally Elliott & Phyllis Palmer
Russell Ellis
Donna Ellison
Lyn Ellison
Alan & Linda Ettrick
James & Karen Emerson
Barbara Erickson
Christina Erickson
Laurie Essig & Georgia Covan
Marc Estrin & Donna Bister
Ed Everts & Raven Davis
Samuela & Ronald Ewald
John & Jane Ewing
Sabra Ewing & Sebastian Lousada
Richard Faesy & Ann Bove
Mira Fakirandana
Lisa Farmsworth & Paul Fassler
Nancy Farrell
Wayne Fawbush & Roberta Harold
Sarah Fellows
Abbott Fenn
Donna Fialkoff
Philip Fiermonte
Jules Fiselman
Larry Fisher & Eliza Dorney
PJ Fisher
Jon & Briar Fishman
Serrill Flash & Lactricia Johnson
Paul Fleckenstein & Barb Prine
Al Florucci
Richard Foley
Rita Foley
Sean & Carole Folley
Patricia Fontaine
Deep & Kathy Ford
Monique Fordham
Michele & Dick Forman
Abigail Foulk & Richard Wasserman
Roger & Linda Fox
Harry Frank & Enid Wonnacott
Russell Frank
Marny Frantz & Bob Rice
Bonnie Fraser
Justin Frawley
Edorah Frazer & Michael Rubin
Leslie Freeman
Elizabeth French
Harold Frost
Mark Furnari & Barbara Pavluk
Laurie Gagne
Jon Gallimer & Cathy Murphy
Joseph Gainza & Sarah Norton
Kristen Gallagher
Annie Galloway
Cassy Gardner & Michael Miosch
Scott & Carol Gardner
Linda Garrett & Jon Binhammer
MEMBERS

Hans & Kathy Heikel
Joanne Heidkamp & Paul Demers
Daniel Hecht
Marmete Hayes
Francis & Serena Hatch
James Haslam
Hannah & Dusty Haselton
Steven & Catherine Heim
Lee & Sam Hemingway
Arthur & Judith Henchel

Eric Hendel
Jane Hendley
Cheryl & Ward Heneveld
Mary Alice Herbert
Mariel Hess & Nash Basom
Jim Higgins & Joan Irving
Dorothy Hines
Barbara Hirsch
Ginger Hobbs
Michael & Pat Hodder
Philip & Joan Hoff
Doug Hoffer
Jodi Hoh
Sylvia & Clem Holden
Linda Hollingdale & Mary Loney
Madelyn Holmes
Virginia Hood
Jean Hopkins
Donald & Mary Ann Horenstein
Mary Houghton
Eddie Howe
Peter & Laura Huber
Tom Hudspeth & Ginny Mullen
Melrose Huff
Joanne Hunt
Will Hunter
Amy Huntingdon & Pat Brown
Fran Huntton & Cathleen Gent
Allan & Maria Anna Hutchinson
Ed Hutchinson & Alexandra Thayer
Beal Hyde
Arthur Hynes
Martha Illick & Terry Dinnan
Mary Isham & Steven Adams
Mousa Iskhaq & Kristin Peterson-Isqaq
Donna Iverson
Amy Jackdoff & Tom Chang
Penrose & Schuyler Jackson
Louise Jacob
Don Jamison & Christina Root
Cill Janeway & Catherine Leiser
Tim Jennings & Leann Ponder
Justin Joffe
Mary Anne Johnson
Tim & Nancy Johnson
DK Johnston
Antonia Jolles & Nina Beck
Kay & Linda Jones
Kirk Jones
Judith & Ben Joseph
Sarah & Tom Joslin
Sarah Judd
Jeanne & Rene Kaczka-Valliere
Ellen Kahler & Susanna Weller
H. & Nirmala Kamath
Maureen Kangle
Tom & Charlotte Kastner
Christine Kaufman
Philip & Brigitte Kaukonen
Pamela Kay
Brenden & Kathy Keleher
Marilyn Keller
Tony Keller & Karen Peterson
Barbara Kelley
Jason Kelley
Marion & Franklin Kellogg
Bill & Judy Kelly
Richard Kemp
John Kern & Valerie Hurley
Trinka Kerr & Ken Schatz
Sally & Rick Kerschner
Warren & Barbara King
Leslie Kinney & Michael Landis
Donna Kirby

Jonathan Kissam & Heather Riemer
Marie Kittel
George & Margaret Klohck
Joan Knight
Jane Knodell & Ted Wimpey
Burton Knopp
Debra Kobus
Rebecca Kotula
Gary Kowalski & Dori Jones
Jane Kramer
Pamela Krausz & Gary Urie
Jennifer Kristel & Michael Watson
Joseph & Althea Kroger
Charles & Elizabeth Krumholz
Ron Krupp
Peter Krusch
George Kucewicz & Cathy Salmons
Allan & Diane Kunigis
Barbara Kunzi
Janice & Kyle Hans Himlelein
J Ladd & Martha Whitney
Paul Lafayette
Ross & Christine Laffan
Sharon Lamb & Paul Orgel
Hank & Molly Lambert
Susan Lamont
John Lamperti
Jean Lanxner
Henry Lappen
Earl & Phyliss Larrabee
Jennifer Larsen & Lana Lerman
Mark Larson & Amy Livingston
Joseph Lasek & Carina Cartelli
Roxie & Gene Lauer
Chele Lavalla
Branche Lavoie & Bonnie Bollman
Donald & Cheryl Lawrence
Ruth Lazenby
Linda & Jay Leach
Jim & Eliza Leas
James & Clarinda Leddy
Linda Leehman
Michelle Lefkowitz & Stuart Weiss
Elisabeth Lehr
Marie Lemay
Erik Leo
Jonathan Leonard & Denise Martin
Marion Leonard
Matt Leonetti & Molly Segelin
Larry Lewack & Peggy MacDonald
John Lewis & Allison Mann
Traven Leyshon & Hope Crifo
Jim Libby
Jean Lincoln
John Lincoln & Jill Stevens
Buff Lindau & Huck Gutman
Mannie Lionni & Barbara Zucker
Bill Lippert & Enrique Peredo
Seth Lipschultz & Joanne Mankoff
Careen Little
George & Betty Little
Ann Livingston
Gil Livingston & Amy Wright
Catherine Lloyd
Chris Lloyd & Vassie Sinopoulou
Robin Lloyd
Susan & Robert Lloyd
Joseph Lombardi & Raquel Moreno
Anita Long & Dot Brauer
Nancy Love
Wendy Love
James & Beverly Lowe
Mark Lucas & Mary O’Brien
David Ludlow
Marianne Lust & Deborah Lubarsky
Jody & Willie Lynam
Julia Lynam
Debbie Lynch
Jeanne Lynch
Terence Macaig
Dan & Gail MacAulay
Dianne Maccario
Stephen MacCausland & Julie Woodcott
Susan MacCormick
Carol MacDonald
Maryanne Mackenzie & Mark Weidner
Helen MacLam
William MacKay
Mary Madden
Marilyn & David Magnus
Sherry Mahady
Susan Mahony
Jackie Majoros & Bob Kiss
Arnie Malina
Barbara Marchant
Irina Markova & Steven Gold
Laura Markowitz
Chico Martin & Susan Stewart
Cynthia Martin & George Longenecker
Hilary Martin
Rux Martin
Marcia Mason
Gil Mathys & Lynda Siegel
Jack & Chip Mayer
William McClellan
Charlie McClintock
Bob McElvain
Robert & Gloria McEwen
Joy & Ron McGarvey
Barbara & Robert McKay
Carol & Richard McKeever
Monica McKenna & James Arnold
Martha McPheeters
Glenn McRae & Hollie Shaner-McRae
Larry & Karen Medsker
Jay & Jean Meinhart
Jim Mendell & Peg Kamens
Howard Merson
Lisa Merton & Alan Dater
Susan Mesner & Mark Hage
Robert Metzler
Nick & Bridget Meyer
William Mierse & Helen Wagg
Sara Mikell
Muffie & Sandy Miles
Cathleen Miller
Hinda Miller
James Miller
Margaret Miller
Roger Miller
Ron Miller Jill
Pheobe Mills
Susan Mills
Michael Minsky
Susan Minter & David Goodman
Don & Cheryl Mitchell
Jack Mitchell & Carol Rivers
Katherine Montstream &
Alan Dworschak
John Moody
Ann Moore
Lance & Dotti Moran
Andrea Morgante
Dawn & Darren Moskowitz
April & Azur Moulaert
Dian Mueller
Rosemary Mueller
Julie Mullen
Valerie Mullin
Megan Munson-Warner
Janet Munt
MEMBERS

Timothy & JoAnne Murad
Craig Murray & Beth Tanzman
Sherill Musty
Winslow Myers
Judith & Allen Myrick
Jim & Lois Nassau
Dorsey Naylor
Marion Nelson & Allen Sherman
Barry Nelson & Lenora Meyers-Nelson
Radetta Nemcosky
Kathy Nessen
Catherine Neubert
Phyl Newbeck
Alan & Judy Newman
Lucy Nichol
Frank Nicolis & Ellen Oxfeld
Pat Nilsson
Mark Nolan
Elmo-Mai Noormets & Kevin Flaherty
Karl & Trisha Novak
Fran & Robert Nye
Ann O'Brien
Bess O'Brien & Jay Craven
Ola O'Dell
Erling Omland
Jessica Oski & Jon Shenton
Michael Ottaviano
Lilly Otto
Joan Ouimet
Sara Packard
Abby Paige
Ruth Painter
Grace Paley & Bob Nichols
Jeanne & John Panner
Lisa & David Pansegrouw
Ed Paquin
Nina Parris
Jeanne & Charles Parsley
Joseph Patlak & Ellen Finn
Fiona & John Patterson
Helen Patterson
Roz Payne
Judith Peach
Nora Peach
David Pederson & Karen Pratt
Pat & Phil Peek
Corrine Pelletier
Philip & Catherine Peltz
Mark Pendergrast
Martha Perkins
Thomas & Marcia Perry
Iona Petersdorf
Duane & Laura Peterson
Elizabeth Peterson
Laura Philips
Bitzi & John Peter Phillips
Barbara Pierce
Joy Pile & Gregory Pahl
Jane & Ed Pincus
Brian Pine & Liz Curry
Jean Pineo
Heather Pipino
Robert & Theo Platt
Jeanne Plo
Cecilia Plum
Connie & Geoff Plunkett
Peggy & John Poffenbarger
Anneget Pollard
Lance Polya
Ann & Andrew Pond
Kate Pond
Margaret Pond & Jim Rader
Matthew Poquette
Irwin Post & Melissa Lovell
Sandy Post flp
Milt Potash
Ben-David Powell-Francis
Marjorie Power
Amy & Andrew Powers
David Powsner & Shona Marshon
Robert Pratt
Carol Price & Santo Santorielo
Dave Prodell & Sharon Muellers
Mary Provencner & Ruth Uphold
Adrienne Puches & Mark Foeleg
Emily Pung
Spence & Fran Putnam
Will & Lynette Raap
Doug Racine
Angela Rallkeff
David Racusen
Michael Radermacher
Laura Ramirez
Debbie Ramsdell
Joanna Rankin & Mary Fillmore
David & Louise Ransom
Louise Ransom
Burnett Rawson
Ann Reading
Marybeth Redmond
Craig Reeves & Bonnie MacLeod
Mary Reichsman
Martha Reid
Helen Reindel
Rebecca Reno
Lynn Ann Reynolds & Alan Homans
Michael & Carol Ann Richman
Louise Rickard & Matthew Ennis
Peter Riley
Suzan Ritze
Roland Rivard
Kathleen Roberts
Linda Rodd & David Jacobowitz
Andrea Rogers & Avery Hall
Mary Rogers & Rob Reiber
Dave Rosane
Claudia & Lewis Rose
Ann Ross
Anne Ross
Don Ross & Joyce Hawes
Gary & Jeanne Ross
Wendy Ross
Amy Roth & Diana Wells
Laura Rubenis
Suki & Alan Rubin
Tesra Ruiz
Kathleen Rupright
Tina Ruth
Ellie Ryan
Nora Sabo
Bernie & Jane Sanders
Peggy Sapphire
Wendell Sargent
Marty & Tina Scanlon
Caroline Schaerfer
Mary Alice Schatzle
Gail & Robert Schermer
Fred & Ann Schmidt
Mark Schneider
Susan Schoenfeld & Larry Kupferman
Sandy Schofield
Don Schramm & Barbara Nolfi
Hope & Donald Schultz
Peter & Elka Schumann
Ellen Schwartz
Wendy Scott & Al Stirt
Patricia Seal & Jack Galvin
Roger & Jocelyn Secker-Walker
Jon Seeley
Bruce Seifer & Julie Davis
Patricia Selin
Robert Senghas
Wayne Seneville & Lila Shapero
Nita & Norman Shapiro
Pat & Dave Sharpe
Carol Shea
Stefanie & Timothy Shea
Sara Sherman
David Shimian & Elise Guyette
John & Elizabeth Shokou
Morgan Shore & Lynette Reep
Lynne & Roger Silva
Sam & Alice Silverman
Lisa Simon & Peter Nobes
Eleanor Simons
Ethan Sims
Paul Sipple & Joan Rae
Melvin Siris
Jane & Mark Skakel
Emily Skolmar & Nora Michell
Jeanne Slauson
Carolyn & Richard Smiles
Alexis Smith
Bill Smith & Diane Cushman
Eleanor & Fred Smith
Guthrie Smith & Roman Livak
Lorrie Smith
Sherwood & Marie-Claire Smith
Tom Smith
Susie Smolen
Paul Sokal & Louise Giovannella
Ronnie Solbert
Laura Solomon
Susan Sonski & Mark Doremus
Chapin Spencer
Kristy & Jeff Spengler
CJSpirito & Kathy Butts
George Springston & Rose Paul
Ed Stanak & Joelien Mulvaney
Stephen & Kathy Stanak
Dawn Stanger & Thomas Doll
Kurt Stautberg
Dan & Jan Steinbaker
Peter Sterling & Andrea Proulx
Joe Stetson
Evan & Janet Stewart
Frances Stoddard
Chip Stone & Susan Atwood-Stone
Lee & Byron Stookey
Kelly & Glenn Story
Cindy & Tim Stozt
Thelma Stoudt
Marilyn & Neil Stout
Sara Stowell & Jose Aleman
Marty Strange & Annette Higby
Jennifer Strickler & Gil McCann
Dan Sullivan
Jack Sumberg
Lee Suskin & Judy Raven
Peter & Karen Sutherland
Nina Swaim & Douglas Smith
Peter & Jo Ellen Swaine
Ruah Swenenerfelt & Lois Cox
Gaye Symington & Chuck Lacy
James Tabbert
Ellen Taggart
Jim Taylor & Barbara Potter
Linnea Taylor
Carol Thayer & Susan Smith
Kerrie Thye
Susana Thomas & Peter Sills
Maureen Thompson
Susan Tobias
Brian Tokar
Karen Topper & Malcolm Gray
Jim Tranowski
Carol & Roland Tremble
Michele Tulis & Jeff Salisbury
Wayne Turiansky
Jackie Tuxill
Mary Twitchell
Marta Umanzor
Edward Updike & Nance Dean
Malgosia Urbanowicz
Kathy Valloch & Dan Bradley
Libby & David Van Buskirk
Andrea Van Liew & Dew Wilde
Ann Vanman
Carol Vassar
Lynn Vera & Pam Gale
Tom & Susan Vieth
Jean Vigne
John Vincent
Nancy & Craig Volatile-Wood
Libby Voorhees
Barry Wagner
Meg Walker
Elizabeth Wallman
Kathleen & David Walsh
Al Walshes
Becky & Kevin Walters
Miriam Ward
Pam Ward & Ric Timmons
Reina & Will Warren
Barbara Waters
James Waters
David Watts & Lynn Bond
Lanny Watts & Diane Montgomery-Logan
Greg Weeber & Patrick Sims
Jackie Weinstock
Topaz Weis
Wolfgang Weise & Kathleen Olwell
Edward Weiss
Jim Welch
Peter Welch
Linda & Tom Wells
Dan Wetmore & Jo Romano
Gail Wheeler
Neil Wheelwright
Anne & Alec White
Joan White
John & Linda Whitney
Rick & Trish Wiesel
Madelyne Wight
Augusta Wilson & Tim Singer
Connie Wilson & Kit Patten
Susan Wilson & Bob Fisher
Carol Winfield
Nat & Martha Winthrop
Dolf Wirsing & Mary Jane Wirsing
Andrew & Lisa Wolfe
Fred Wolfe
Jeffrey & Dorothy Wolfe
Chris Wood & Sylvia Desaults
Lea Wood
Marjorie Wood
Douglas & Jennifer Woods
Rick Woods & Alice Christian
Peter Woolfolk
Sheryl & Scott Worral
Kevin & Irene Wrenner
David Wright
Sandy & Marlyz Zabriskie
Maryann Zavey
Yvonne Zimet
Janice Zuberg
David Zuckerman & Rachel Nevitt

If we inadvertently omitted your name, we apologize. Please let us know.
**Financial Statement:** OCTOBER 1, 2005 • SEPTEMBER 30, 2006

### Revenue

- *The Peace & Justice Store is one of the four educational projects of the Peace & Justice Center.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store*</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation Grants</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor Advised Grants</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Beginning Cash:** $37,573  
**Net Revenue:** $312,839  
**Net Expenses:** -$293,897  
**Cash Balance:** $56,515

### Expenses

- Program 39%
- Administration & Fundraising 21%
- Store* 40%

**Praise for the work of the Peace & Justice Center**

"I hope this center remains open long enough so that my children will get to experience the same joy I have."

— Amy Vettes, Burlington CCV Student

"There’s really no other place to shop. I love everything in here."

— Lucinda Ransom

"Thank you for such excellent leadership and communications in the vision of peace and justice!"

— S.M.

"Thank you for all the essential work you do."

— Martha Whitney

"This [Livable Wage] workshop helped remind the VISTAs why they do their work and will help them serve as VISTAs with greater awareness and understanding."

— Rachel, VISTA training in Montpelier

"I never had any idea about how many people lived below the poverty line and why they did. This [Livable Wage workshop] just really opened my eyes and makes me want to do something to change the system."

— student at St. Michael's College, fall 2006

**Organizational Support**

Includes financial awards and in-kind services

- Amalgamated Culture Works
- American Flatbread
- Anne Slade Frey
- Artisan Teas & Coffee
- Ben & Jerry’s Foundation
- Butterwork Farms
- Harris & Francis Block Foundation
- Stray Cat Flower Farm
- Chapin Orchards
- City Market
- Cobbs Corner
- Concept II
- CVEO
- Digger’s Mirth Organic Farm Cooperative
- First Unitarian Universalist Society of Burlington
- Fox Printing
- Gotham City Graphics
- Great Harvest Bread Co.
- Hanaarfs
- Haymarket People’s Fund
- Healthy Living Natural Foods
- IBM
- Independent Tax Service
- Klinger’s Bakery
- Kountry Kart Deli
- Leonardo’s
- Lintilac Foundation
- Mad House Munchies
- Magic Hat Brewing Co.
- Meyers Bagels
- Nutty Steph’s Vermont Granola
- O’Bread Bakery
- Otter Creek Brewing
- Price Chopper
- Red Hen Bakery
- Erik Rehman
- Resist
- Salsa from the Gut
- Seventh Generation
- Shelburne Farms Cheese
- Sisters of Mercy
- Society of St. Edmund
- Speeder & Earl’s
- Sugar Snap
- Top of the Block
- Turmax Printing
- Unitarian Universalist Association
- Unitarian Universalist Social Justice Fund
- United Way of Chittenden County
- VT Conference of the United Church of Christ
- VT Community Foundation
- VT Cracker Company
- VT NEA
- Vermont Women’s Fund
- Zabby’s Stone Soup
Thank You

Chris Meehan  
Executive Director from May 2002 to April 2006.  
With thanks for her dedication and spirit.

The PJC would like to thank the Board members who left in 2006:  
Jerry Greenfield, Megan Peek, Kelley Goulette, Laura Rubenis, Laura Philipps, Jesse Bell, and Bill Roberts

Ed Everts  
Our own PJC Hero!

21 Church Street  
Burlington, VT 05401

peace & justice center
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